Get to know us... we have quite a story!

TextSpeak Design Group is a specialized division of Digital Acoustics Corporation, founded in the early 90’s to forge developments in converging areas of speech, data and computer telephony.

Digital Acoustics can trace its beginnings to Touchbase Systems, Inc. Touchbase Systems pioneered the world’s first portable modem technology in the 1980’s. The company achieved worldwide leadership in portable modem technology and was acquired in 1991, eventually becoming part of 3COM Corporation. Digital Acoustics still holds a unique, patented product platform for a technology referred to as Voice Dialing over Dial Tone or vDot®. Additional assets include products, platforms and proprietary software algorithms.

Digital Acoustics Corporation, located in Connecticut, continues to specialize in speech technologies with designs for military, education and industrial clients. Products with names such as TellAPhone® NameCaller™, TextSpeak™ and i2Ear™ have introduced speech enabled products for professional and commercial application worldwide.

Digital Acoustics - TextSpeak Design Group focuses on creative and useful technology, with the goal of turning technology into practical products that people use everyday. The Design Group is focusing 2008 towards efforts of developing speech sciences for the people who need them.

Some of our Milestones:

- New York Times recognizes Tell A Phone® voice dialing design
  "... technology the way it’s supposed to work..” NYT Technology ‘Circuits’ review

- TextSpeak™ voice module included in launch of NASA Space Shuttle
  Shuttle Discovery Mission STS-116; Radar Fence Transponder (RAFT) satellite

- Consumer product designs win Best of Show awards at MAC World and AVIOS
  MAC World Best of Show, AVIOS Speech Convention Best of Show

- TextSpeak technology targeted to AAC platform
  TS-04 Series Debuts at ASHA 2008 as advanced innovation for AAC solutions